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AXS17TVCX2
(Universal Screen Controller) 
Compatible with Cable/Satellite 
boxes, works with other 
Manufacturer’s Personal 
Viewing Screens.

New! Satellite
Menu Guide

Navigation

CAB (Console Adapter Box)Cardio Equipment TV Mounts

Personal Viewing Screen Control Options
• CAB (console adapter box) - AXSCAB-01
• Universal Controller - AXS17TVCX2

17” Personal Viewing Screen - AXS17HD2G

Control TVs & Cable/Satellite boxes 
without an attached controller or a 
handheld remote.

Install the screen in front of your cardio equipment using our 
adjustable stand or cardio equipment attachable mounts. Users
simply plug their headphones into the AXS17TVCX2 controller 
and select their preferred available TV  program.

The 17" Widescreen HDTV LCD Personal Viewing Screen with 
HDMI, COAX, Composite and Component connections, Digital 
QAM, ATSC/NTSC & PAL Tuner is the perfect solution to 
upgrade your club with digital broadcast-ready personal screen 
entertainment. Our screen is designed specifically for the fitness
industry and commercial environments with slim, sleek features,
a protective shield for durability and easy cleaning, universal 
VESA mounting availability, easy installation and a super sharp 
high definition picture. 

Compatible with all mounts, 
stands, and consoles.

Compatible with Google Chromecast TV, Apple TV & 
other wifi-TV applications - Future Proof!

The BVE 17” Personal Viewing Screen (PVS) can be controlled using an attached controller or through the 
console of the top brands of cardio equipment using the CAB. The CAB is is attached to the back of the screen 
allowing the user channel and volume control using the TV controls already integrated into the console of the 
cardio equipment. For applications where the cardio console has no TV buttons, a robust AXS-series controller 
easily attaches to the cardio equipment for users to simply plug their headphones in and select their preferred TV 
programming. Both the AXS17TVCX2 and the AXSCAB-01 will also allow the user to operate Cable/Satellite set 
top boxes in conjunction with any manufacturer’s personal viewing screens, eliminating the need for a burdensome
handheld cable/satellite remote control unit and savings thousands of dollars compared to a channel-limiting 
head-end system.


